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BUILD FUNDAMENTAL MATHS SKILLS
with this powerful integrated program of assessment,
instruction and practice
Designed specifically to give teachers confidence teaching mathematics, our 
CAMS®, STAMS® and Solve Series include easy-to-use Teacher Guides that 
empower practitioners to be more effective at assessing and teaching maths to 
all students.

includes Interactive Whiteboard Lessons
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CAMS® Plus, STAMS® Plus and Solve® 
is a powerful, integrated program that focuses 
speci�cally on the fundamental maths skills 
students must master. Each level of the program 
across each series is structured around 16 
lesson topics identi�ed as essential for 
mathematical learning at that level, so 
CAMS® Plus, STAMS® Plus and Solve® 
books work together effectively to ensure that 
students gain a solid understanding of key 
maths concepts – ultimately helping them 
succeed and become independent problem 
solvers.

• Re�ects the focus and coherence of modern 
mathematics curricula

• Teaches mathematical vocabulary, terms and 
de�nitions

• Ideal for students who need extra support to 
meet year-level maths requirements

• Perfectly complements any other 
mathematical series

• Levels C–H include Interactive Whiteboard 
(IWB) lessons, allowing you to preview or 
review lessons and use manipulable models 
to enhance instruction

Zero in on the most important skills to teach

Assessment with CAMS® Plus Series

• All 16 skills and concepts that unite each year level of CAMS® Plus, STAMS® Plus and Solve® 
have been identi�ed as the most important maths skills students need to master to move on to 
the next year level. Five-part lessons provide focus and depth on each topic. Lesson topics 
have been carefully sequenced so students move from basic skills to more complex content.

Quickly identify which of the 16 fundamental maths concepts and skills your 
students �nd most dif�cult and use the results to monitor progress.

• A pretest diagnoses students’ strengths and weaknesses and guides their 
placement in the STAMS® Plus Instruction Series.

• Four benchmarks assess class progress throughout the year.
• A post test assesses students’ mastery of concepts and skills following 

instruction with the STAMS® Plus Series.
• Tracking charts facilitate data collection and student self-assessment 

encourages re�ection.

Assessment with STAMS® Plus Series
Provide struggling students with explicit instruction of the 16 fundamental 
maths concepts and skills – those topics identi�ed as the most important 
instructional goals for each year level.

• Five-part STAMS® Plus lessons are highly visual, engaging and clearly 
presented.

• Step-by-step support helps teachers easily differentiate instruction and 
minimise planning time.

• Modelling helps teachers introduce each skill simply and con�dently.
• Useful tips and embedded professional development guide instruction.

How it Works
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CAMS & STAMS

Practice and application with Solve® Series

16 fundamental skills and concepts: Levels A–H

Give students the practice they need to master the 16 fundamental maths 
concepts and skills. The Solve® Practice Series focuses on both conceptual 
understanding and computational �uency.

• Multiple-choice, short-response and extended-response problems require 
increasing levels of higher-order thinking.
• Cumulative reviews tie related concepts together.
• Supportive teacher guides include answer analysis and make it easy to 
assign, correct and review.

Level A (Years 1–2)

• Understand addition and 
subtraction

• Fact families
• Makes ten to add and subtract
• Solve word problems
• Add three numbers
• Count to 100
• Place value
• Compare numbers
• Add and subtract ten
• Add 2-digit numbers
• Subtract tens
• Shapes
• Equal parts
• Length
• Time
• Data

Level B (Years 2–3)

• Counting patterns
• Place value
• Compare numbers
• Mental maths
• Additional strategies
• Subtraction strategies
• Solve word problems
• Add and subtract to 1000
• Arrays
• Equal parts of shapes
• Length
• Add and subtract length
• Time
• Money
• Data and dot plots
• Graphs

Level C (Years 3–4)

• Place value
• Add and subtract
• Multiplication concepts
• Fact strategies
• More fact strategies
• Division concepts
• Fact families
• Fraction concepts
• Model equivalent fractions
• Benchmark fractions
• Compare fractions
• Fractions greater than 1
• Plane �gures
• Length
• Perimeter
• Picture graphs and column graphs

Level D (Years 4–5)

• Multiplication properties
• Multiply mentally
• Multiply by 1-digit numbers
• Multiply by 2-digit numbers
• Relate division to multiplication
• Divide without regrouping
• Divide with regrouping
• Equivalent fractions
• Simplify fractions
• Decimal place value
• Compare and order decimals
• Relate decimals to fractions
• Angles
• Understand area
• Area of rectangles
• Dot plots

Level E (Years 5–6)
• Multiply whole numbers by 

fractions
• Multiply fractions
• Divide whole numbers by fractions
• Divide fractions by fractions
• Multiply and divide by powers of 

ten
• Multiply decimals
• Divide decimals by whole numbers
• Divide by decimals
• Understand ratios
• Understand percentage
• Unit rates
• Ratios in tables of data
• Solve equations using number 

sense
• Solve equations using inverse 

operations
• Use operations
• Volume

Level F (Years 6–7)

• Multiply whole numbers by 
fractions 

• Multiply fractions
• Divide whole numbers by fractions 
• Divide fractions by fractions 
• Multiply and divide by powers of 

ten
• Multiply decimals
• Divide decimals by whole numbers
• Divide by decimals 
• Understand ratios 
• Understand percentage 
• Unit rates
• Ratios in tables of data 
• Solve equations using number 

sense
• Solve equations using inverse 

operations
• Use formulas
• Volume

Level G (Years 7–8)

• Understand integers
• Add and subtract integers
• Multiply and divide integers 
• Evaluate expressions
• Solve linear equations 
• Equations with rational numbers
• Proportional relationships 
• Solve proportions
• Rate problems
• Percentage as a ratio
• Percentage problems 
• Similarity
• Circles
• Cylinders
• Pie charts
• Theoretical probability

Level H (Years 8–9)

• Exponents
• Square roots
• Solve two-step equations 
• Two-step equations with rational 

numbers
• Linear and nonlinear equations 
• Gradient
• Graph linear equations
• Solve sets of simultaneous  

equations graphically 
• Solve sets of simultaneous  

equations algebraically 
• Special pairs of angles
• Angle sums 
• Triangle similarity 
• Pythagorean theorem
• Distance formula
• Mean, median, range
• Scatter plots
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Assessment + instruction + practice = maths success!

Assessment

Instruction

Practice

W: www.hawkerbrownlow.com E: orders@hawkerbrownlow.com P: (03) 8558 24444

This proven-effective program works seamlessly to help you pinpoint each student’s unique needs and 
then utilise that information to better plan instruction. Here’s how CAMS® Plus, STAMS® Plus and Solve® gets results.

The all-new, research-based CAMS® Plus Series helps 
you diagnose student dif�culties in the key 
curriculum-based skills that are crucial for student success 
in mathematics. Use the CAMS® Plus pretest to determine 
which STAMS® Plus lessons are most appropriate for a 
particular student or class.

Get the data you need to drive instruction

Using the results of the CAMS® Plus pretest, target your 
instruction on essential maths skills with the highly 
scaffolded lessons in STAMS® Plus. Each �ve-part lesson 
provides both explicit instruction and practice in a carefully 
structured format. 

Teach the skills that matter most

Have students apply their knowledge and extend their 
grasp of the 16 fundamental skills and concepts at each 
year level by assigning targeted practice and review 
exercises from the Solve® Series.

Assign targeted practice

Use CAMS® Plus benchmarks several times during the 
STAMS® Plus instruction to see how students are 
mastering the important skills and assess whether or not 
they need additional instruction.

Check your students’ progress

Finally, administer the CAMS® Plus post test after you’ve 
completed the STAMS® Plus instruction to evaluate how 
well students have mastered the key concepts and skills.

Confirm your students have learned
what they need to know

Big Results.
Small Prices.

Struggling students’ 
average scores 
jumped 36-46% in 
just 18 weeks

Scan QR code to view "A Study of 
the Instructional Effectiveness of 
CAMS & STAMS" at:

https://www.hawkerbrown-
low.com/collections/-
cams-stams-collection

Why it Works

W: www.hawkerbrownlow.com E: orders@hawkerbrownlow.com P: (03) 8518 6600 CAT0764
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Scaffolding supports students every step of the way
For many students, maths is not only challenging – it can also be intimidating. That’s why the CAMS Plus®,
STAMS® Plus and Solve® Series use an exclusive instructional approach that offers three distinct levels of
scaffolding to make sure your students fully understand critical maths skills. This unparalleled level of support
builds students’ confidence and conceptual understanding while preparing them for key assessments.

1

2

3

As students move through each �ve-part lesson in the program, support is 
gradually removed to build student independence. In part one and part two, 
the teacher provides direct instruction – modelling and guiding students as they 
acquire new skills. In part three and part four, as students apply their new 
learning to practice problems, the teacher continues to model and guide student 
learning. In part �ve, students work independently.

Scaffolded student support

At each stage of the lesson, students become more accountable for their 
learning. In part one and part two, students learn the steps and thinking process 
to answer skill-speci�c questions. Part three and part four then require students 
to explain and justify their answers. Finally, in part �ve, students are fully 
accountable as they demonstrate their understanding in a test-taking format.

Scaffolded student accountability

Students solve increasingly challenging problems, ranging from �lling in the blank 
in part one and part two to multiple choice and extended response in part three 
and part four. This gradual increase in dif�culty builds pro�ciency and con�dence 
so students are ready to handle the test-taking simulation in part �ve and are well 
prepared on test day.

Scaffolded problem-solving experience



CAMS SeriesPlus
Levels A-H

Get the data you need to 
drive instruction!
Use CAMS® Plus Series tests to identify student needs,
monitor progress and assess mastery.

Pretests establish levels of student mastery in 16 
essential skills and concepts

• Measures student knowledge of maths concepts prior to      
   STAMS® Plus instruction.

• Helps teachers take a data-driven approach to planning         
   lessons by pinpointing which of the 16 STAMS® Plus     
   lesson topics require most classroom attention. 

Benchmark tests assess class progress throughout 
the year

• Four benchmarks each test the same 16 STAMS® Plus  lesson  
   topics as the pretests.

• Allows individual and whole-class progress to be tracked and   
   charted over the course of the school year.

Post tests demonstrate student mastery of essential topics following STAMS® 
Plus instruction and SOLVE® practice

• Demonstrates for teachers the effectiveness of the CAMS® Plus, STAMS® Plus and 
Solve® Series in building student knowledge of the 16 key skills and concepts.

• Identi�es areas of mathematical learning requiring extension or remediation.

Teacher Guide includes valuable assessment charts and resources

• Individual record sheets and performance graphs allow educators to use data to track the 
progress of each student, while class record sheets give a more general overview.

• Provides a chart of relevant Australian Curriculum content descriptions and breaks down 
their applicability lesson by lesson.

W: www.hawkerbrownlow.com E: orders@hawkerbrownlow.com P: (03) 8518 6600 CAT0766
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The STAMS® Plus  five-part lesson plan at a glance

Week at Glance
Suggested Lesson Pacing

Monday

Modelled and Guided Instruction Modelled and Guided Practice Independent
Practice

Part FivePart FourPart ThreePart TwoPart One

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Introduce new skill 
with student book 
pages

Direct 
Instruction

20 Minutes 20 Minutes 10 Minutes 10 Minutes

Introduce new skill 
with student book 
pages.

Model 
multiple-choice 
problem; analyse 
answers.

Model extended 
response problem.

Practise New Skill

Check Your Turn 
answer.

Check Your Turn 
answer.

Check Your Turn 
answer.

Check Your Turn 
answer.

10 Minutes 10 Minutes 20 Minutes 20 Minutes

Practise New Skill Practise solving 
multiple-choice 
problems.

Practise solving 
extended-response 
problems.

20 Minutes

15 Minutes 15 Minutes 15 Minutes 15 Minutes 15 Minutes

15 Minutes

Solve problems in 
test-prep format.

Check Your Turn  
answer.
Use Assessment and 
Remediation

Hands-on Activity Reteaching
Activity

Vocabulary
Activity

Real-World 
Connection plus 
School-Home 
Connection

Challenge Activity

Use IWB lesson in 
place of part one in 
student book.

Interactive White Board
(Optional)

Independent work

Assesment

Additional Activity
(Optional)

Use IWB lesson in 
place of part two in 
student book.

Review parts one and 
two as necessary.

Review parts one and 
two as necessary.

Your Turn

STAMS SeriesPlus
Levels A-H
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Exciting lesson design engages learners
Let’s take a look at a sample lesson from STAMS® Plus Student Book C. Part one of each lesson begins
with a question that gives meaning to the topic. The teacher guides the students step by step to apply
each skill immediately after it’s modelled, so understanding how to solve a problem is still fresh in
students’ minds.

Modelled Instruction

Guided Instruction

Explore activates students’ prior knowledge and 
introduces the skill

Think provides leading questions or statements
that get students thinking about the skill

Connect ties the ideas together and answers 
the introductory question

1

2

3

Explore activates students’ prior knowledge and 
introduces the skill

Think provides leading questions or statements
that get students thinking about the skill

Connect ties the ideas together and answers 
the introductory question

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Lessons 
balance

conceptual
understanding 

and
procedural 

fluency

STAMS Plus Student
Book

Levels A-H
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Part two follows the same predictable structure as part one and addresses a closely related skill. 
These two parts work together to solidify student understanding.

Guided Instruction

Modelled Instruction

Part 1 & 2
for each lesson 

are also 
available

as whiteboard 
lessons

STAMS Plus Student
Book

Levels A-H
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Once students have developed a firm understanding of the lesson topic, part three introduces 
them to multiple-choice questions like the ones they might see on school assessments.

Modelled Practice

Guided Practice

Solve poses a multiple-choice problem that 
student answer independently.

Think explains why the answer is correct or 
incorrect to reinforce the student’s 
understanding of a particular concept and 
develop metacognitive skills.

1

2

1

2

STAMS Plus Student
Book

Levels A-H
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In part four, students are shown step by step how to answer an extended response problem
and then follow the model to independently solve a problem.

Guided Practice

Modelled PracticeStudent models demonstrate to students what 
an exemplary answer to an extended response 
problem looks like

Show lays out the workings of each calculation 
made by the exemplary student when finding 
their answer 

Explain uses maths vocabulary to explain the 
student’s problem-solving process in further 
detail 

1

2

3

Notes gives the reasons why the exemplary 
student deserves top marks for their work 

Your Turn asks students to explain how they 
solved a problem, encouraging higher-order 
thinking and communication skills

Checklist provides a list of key considerations 
that students can use as a guide when writing 
their own answers 

4

5

6

1

2

35
6

4

STAMS Plus Student
Book

Levels A-H
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STAMS Plus

Because of the scaffolding and the gradual release of responsibility throughout the lesson,
when students reach part five they will be prepared to successfully answer questions on
their own – helping them become confident test takers and independent problem solvers.

Independent Practice

Independent Practice

Solve each problem asks students to practise 
with multiple-choice, short response and 
extended-response questions to strenghten 
understanding and get them ready for tests

1

1

Levels A-H
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STAMS Teacher
Guide

Plus
Levels A-H

Now let’s focus on one of the best features of the program – the STAMS® Plus Teacher Guide. This easy-to-use
resource is filled with useful tips and professional development opportunities to help you provide the best
instruction possible. A sample lesson from the STAMS® Plus Book C Teacher Guide is explored below. 

Complete resource helps you effectively teach lessons

Lesson Objectives quickly 
identifies goals for student

Related Australian Curriculum 
Standards identifies the content 
descriptions touched on in the 
lesson

Prequisites lists the skills students 
should have already mastered to be 
successful in this lesson

Related STAMS® Plus Lessons 
help you differentiate instruction by 
listing precursor lessons students 
might need

Vocabulary lists key maths terms 
from the lesson, with definitions

Maths Background helps teachers 
understand why the content of a 
particular lesson is important for 
students to learn

Interactive Whiteboard makes 
every lesson a powerful and 
engaging visual experience for 
students and teachers alike 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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1

2
6

7

3

4

5
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Each lesson is designed to support students and teachers through the learning process.
Master teachers helped develop the Teacher Guides to make sure you can anticipate any
problems and confusions that students might have. The STAMS® Plus Teacher Guide gives
you the structure you need to teach a lesson most effectively – using best practices such as
wait time, collaborative learning and informed progress monitoring.

Part One

Part Two

1

2

3

Reduced student pages help you follow 
exactly where your students are in a lesson

At a glance provides busy teachers with a 
snapshot of important lesson elements

Tips provide thoughtful ways to help students 
understand a concept

1

2

3

4
5

EAL/D (ESL) Support alerts you to words that 
might be making it harder for English as an 
additional language or dialect (EAL/D) students 
to learn a skill

Error Alert points out common errors students 
make that can lead them to an incorrect answer 

4

5

STAMS Teacher
Guide

Plus
Levels A-H
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Part Four

Part ThreeAdditional Activity references a specific activity 
that supports each lesson part

Answer Analysis explains why an answer is 
correct and also shows the types of errors 
students make that can lead them to choose an 
incorrect answer

1

2

Step by Step guides you through the lesson

Lesson specific instruction points out 
important places for students to interact with the 
text to reinforce key vocabulary

3

4

1

2

The Teacher Guide doesn’t just tell you the answers, but provides explanations of why each
answer is correct or not so you can help students avoid common errors. Not all teachers consider
themselves maths experts. The Teacher Guide is so detailed that even if you’re not confident in
teaching a particular skill, you will quickly learn the best way to present it.

3

4

STAMS Teacher
Guide

Plus
Levels A-H
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The Teacher Guide even provides you with a quick way to assess student progress.
Use the Assessment and Remediation instructions to monitor progress and provide
appropriate remediation.

Part Five

Part Five (continued)

1

2

Reduced student pages provide valuable 
models of strong student responses

Answer and Explanation helps you quickly and 
easily explain to students why an answer is 
correct

Assessment and Remediation chart identifies 
specific errors and misconceptions and then 
provides targeted remediation strategies

1

2

3

3

STAMS Teacher
Guide

Plus
Levels A-H
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Take advantage of the Additional Activities at the end of each lesson. These fun, experiential activities
reinforce conceptual understanding of key maths skills.

Hands-on Activity
provides concrete experiences with 
maths concepts and skills

Reteaching Activity 
offers another way to teach 
students who are still struggling

Vocabulary Activity
gives students additional practice 
with the lesson vocabulary

Real-World Connection
helps students relate the 
concepts/skills they are learning to 
their world

School-Home Connection
family letter encourages the family 
to become active participants in 
their child’s learning

Challenge Activity
provides enrichment for those 
students who are ready to move to 
the next level

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

6

5

4

STAMS Teacher
Guide

Plus
Levels A-H
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Solve Series

Levels C-H

Reinforce conceptual understanding
with valuable practice

Give students the practice they need
to master fundamental maths skills!

Concentrated practice on the most important
foundational skills at each year level

Strengthens understanding of the skills introduced in 
STAMS® Plus lessons.
Perfect for whole-class practice, small-group settings and 
extended before- or after-school programs. Makes 
at-home practice easy. 

Solve® reinforces concepts, not just
computational skills

A variety of multiple-choice, short-response and 
extended-response problems prepare students to flexibly 
solve problems they will encounter on tests.
Mental Maths and Reasoning sections encourage students 
to evaluate, analyse or justify their answers.
Cumulative reviews help students tie related concepts 
together.

Teacher Guide provides comprehensive support

Guidance on potential student misconceptions helps 
teachers anticipate student errors.
Pacing guides outline flexible implementation models.
Student tracking charts support data-driven instruction and 
remediation.

Scan QR Code to view
‘How to Use CAMS, STAMS, 
Solve Plus’ at: 
https://hawkerbrownlow.com/
collections/solve
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The ultimate online assessment and reporting
resource for CAMS® Plus, STAMS® Plus and Solve®

How Does It Work?

In just three
easy steps!

What is CAMS & STAMS Online: Assessment and Reports?

CAMS & STAMS Online: Assessment and Reports is an online portal that produces detailed reports on individual 

and class progress using the CAMS® Plus, STAMS® Plus and Solve program – in half the time it would take 

manually! CAMS & STAMS Online automatically analyses both student performance and overall class performance, 

displaying individual strengths and weaknesses in the 16 fundamental maths skills and concepts at each level. As 

students complete lessons, teachers can input, track and analyse their results for detailed assessment and reports.

Why use CAMS & STAMS Online?

A holistic approach – Make the most of the CAMS® Plus, 

STAMS® Plus and Solve® Series by using the results of 

the assessment portion in an effective way 

Get results! – Know exactly which strategies your 

students are excelling at and which ones to focus on to 

take their maths skills to the next level 

Save time – Easily import class test data and produce 

visual reports of individual and class progress within 

minutes

Ensure continuity – Retain student data over multiple 

levels and years, affording quantifiable data of student 

and school progress

Work from anywhere – Enjoy 24/7 online access to your 

class data

Go to:

www.camsandstams.com.au

and login to CAMS & STAMS 

Online

1

Print individual student or class reports3

Enter Student

Test Score
2



CODE TITLE PRICE

CA12975 CAMS Plus Series A Student Book  (Set of 5) $43.95

$15.35

$145.15

$29.65

CAMS Plus Series A Teacher Guide  

STAMS Plus Series A Student Book  (Set of 5)

STAMS Plus Series A Teacher Guide  

CA129759

CA12995

CA129959

CA12976 CAMS Plus Series B Student Book  (Set of 5) $43.95

$15.35

$145.15

$29.65

CAMS Plus Series B Teacher Guide  

STAMS Plus Series B Student Book  (Set of 5)

STAMS Plus Series B Teacher Guide  

CA129769

CA12996

CA129969

CA12625 CAMS Plus Series C Student Book  (Set of 5) $43.95

$15.35

$145.15

$29.65

$145.15

$24.15

CAMS Plus Series C Teacher Guide  

STAMS Plus Series C Student Book  (Set of 5)

STAMS Series C Teacher Guide  

Solve Series C Student Book (Set of 5)

Solve Series C Teacher Guide

CA126259

CA12631

CA126319

CA12945

CA129459

CA12626 CAMS Plus Series D Student Book  (Set of 5) $43.95

$15.35

$145.15

$29.65

$145.15

$24.15

CAMS Plus Series D Teacher Guide  

STAMS Plus Series D Student Book  (Set of 5)

STAMS Plus Series D Teacher Guide  

Solve Series D Student Book (Set of 5)

Solve Series D Teacher Guide

CA126269

CA12632

CA126329

CA12946

CA129469

CA12627 CAMS Plus Series E Student Book  (Set of 5) $43.95

$15.35

$145.15

$29.65

$145.15

$24.15

CAMS Plus Series E Teacher Guide  

STAMS Plus Series E Student Book  (Set of 5)

STAMS Plus Series E Teacher Guide  

Solve Series E Student Book (Set of 5)

Solve Series E Teacher Guide

CA126279

CA12633

CA126339

CA12947

CA129479

CA12628 CAMS Plus Series F Student Book  (Set of 5) $43.95

$15.35

$145.15

$29.65

$145.15

$24.15

CAMS Plus Series F Teacher Guide  

STAMS Plus Series F Student Book  (Set of 5)

STAMS Plus Series F Teacher Guide  

Solve Series F Student Book (Set of 5)

Solve Series F Teacher Guide

CA126289

CA12634

CA126349

CA12948

CA129489

CA12629 CAMS Plus Series G Student Book  (Set of 5) $43.95

$15.35

$145.15

$29.65

$145.15

$24.15

CAMS Plus Series G Teacher Guide  

STAMS Plus Series G Student Book  (Set of 5)

STAMS Plus Series G Teacher Guide  

Solve Series G Student Book (Set of 5)

Solve Series G Teacher Guide

CA126299

CA12635

CA126359

CA13000

CA130009

CA12630 CAMS Plus Series H Student Book  (Set of 5) $43.95

$15.35

$145.15

$29.65

$145.15

$24.15

CAMS Plus Series H Teacher Guide  

STAMS Plus Series H Student Book  (Set of 5)

STAMS Plus Series H Teacher Guide

Solve Series H Student Book (Set of 5)

Solve Series H Teacher Guide

CA126309

CA12636

CA126369

CA13001

CA130019

Level A

Level B

Level C

Level D

Level E

Level F

Level G

Level H

CODE TITLE PRICE

CA12900 CAMS Plus Mixed Pack Student Books A–E $43.95

$65.95

$145.15

$138.55

CAMS Plus Mixed Pack Teacher Guides A–E

STAMS Plus Mixed Pack Student Books A–E

STAMS Plus Mixed Pack Teacher Guides A–E

CA12901

CA12906

CA12907

$43.95CAMS Plus Mixed Pack Student Books C–GCA12902

$65.95CAMS Plus Mixed Pack Teacher Guides C–GCA12903

$145.15STAMS Plus Mixed Pack Student Books C–GCA12908

$138.55STAMS Plus Mixed Pack Teacher Guides C–GCA12909

$174.85Solve Mixed Pack Student Books C–HCA12912

$138.55Solve Mixed Pack Teacher Guides C–HCA12913

$43.95CAMS Plus Mixed Pack Student Books D–HCA12904

$65.95CAMS Plus Mixed Pack Teacher Guides D–HCA12905

$145.15STAMS Plus Mixed Pack Student Books D–HCA12910

$871.20CAMS & STAMS Plus Collection A 
(50 Student Books 2 Teacher Guides)

CA12914

$871.20CAMS & STAMS Plus Collection B 
(50 Student Books 2 Teacher Guides)

CA12915

$138.55STAMS Plus Mixed Pack Teacher Guides D–HCA12911

$1,597.20CAMS, STAMS and Solve Collection C CA12916

$1,597.20CAMS, STAMS and Solve Collection DCA12917

$1,597.20CAMS, STAMS and Solve Collection ECA12918

$1,597.20CAMS, STAMS and Solve Collection F CA12919

$1,597.20CAMS, STAMS and Solve Collection GCA12920

$1,597.20CAMS, STAMS and Solve Collection HCA12921

 $24.20 CAMS & STAMS Plus Online:
Yearly Subscription (CLASS)

CAMS & STAMS Plus Online:
Yearly Subscription (SCHOOL)

SUB1290

 $242.00 

Total

SUB1291

MIXED PACKS

COLLECTION (75 Student Books, 3 Teacher Guides each C-H)

CAMS & STAMS ONLINE

Attention ...................................................................Order Number ...............................

Name of School ...............................................................................................................

Address ............................................................................................................................

...................................................  State ....................P/Code ...........................................

Country  ............................................................................................................................

Email: ................................................................................................................................

Yes, I would like to receive emails from Hawker Brownlow Publishing about future 
workshops, conferences and the latest publications.

Terms of Trade

• Prices are quoted in Australian dollars ($AUD) and include GST.

• All prices are subject to change without notice.

• We do realise it is dif�cult to order sight unseen. To assist you in your selection, please visit our website 

<www.hawkerbrownlow.com>. Go to ‘Collections’ and most titles will give you the option to view sample pages 

of the book.

• We will supply our books on approval, and if they do not suit your requirements we will accept undamaged 

returns for full credit or refund. Posters are for �rm sale only and will not be sent on approval. Please be aware 

that delivery and return postage is the responsibility of the customer.

• Freight costs are determined at Australia Post rates, with a minimum delivery charge of $9.50 within Australia and 

$15.00 for New Zealand for each order.

• Please provide your street address for delivery purposes.

• ABN: 15 629 535 548

Online ‘On Account’ ordering now available!
If you have a pre-existing account with Hawker Brownlow Publishing, you can now 

order online and pay using that account.

PO Box 40, Southland Centre, Vic 3192
Phone: (03) 8518 6600
Website: www.hawkerbrownlow.com
Email: orders@hawkerbrownlow.com
ABN: 15 629 535 548

CAT076


